News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke, Chair
Please plan to join us at the Canadian Writers Summit for the FEMINIST
CAUCUS ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING, a private meeting for all
interested League members, and does not require CWS registration. It is
taking place on Friday, June 15 from 1:00pm to 2:00pm in the Tea Room at
Toronto Harbourfront Centre.
Join us from 2:00pm to 5:00pm (CWS registration required) in the Main
Loft. This event will feature a panel and presentation curated by Carol Casey,
“Remembering Forward,” with six feminists engaging in a discussion about
how feminist visions, ideals, and objectives change over time. The panelists
will be: Lillian Allen, Gwen Benaway, myself, Canisia Lubrin, Lee Maracle,
and Charlie Petch.
The League of Canadian Poets’ Feminist Caucus presents the launch of
Revisit, Revise, Revolutionze: A Two-Part Harmony, the latest in the Living
Archives chapbook series. Featuring the work of Janice Jo Lee, Andrea
Thompson, and Paulina O’Kieffe, with an introduction from editors Vanessa
Shields and Charlie Petch, this chapbook looks at the history and future of
feminism in literature in Canada. Finally, the Feminist Caucus welcomes all
writers to this event to take part in the annual open reading, a short open mic
section of the event that welcomes readings from all writers.

Congratulations to the 2018 Pat Lowther Memorial Award finalists and
thank you to all the poets and their publishers. The titles are: Indianland by
Lesley Belleau (ARP Books); Feel Happier in Nine Seconds by Linda
Besner (Coach House Books); The Corpses of the Future by Lynn Crosbie
(House of Anansi Press); Bicycle Thieves by Mary di Michele (EWC Press);
Museum of Kindness by Susan Elmslie (Brick Books); Breathing at Dusk by
Beth Goobie (Coteau Books); Penelope by Sue Goyette (Gaspereau Press);
Linger, Still by Aislinn Hunter; Siren by Kateri Lanthier (Véhicule Press);
Voodoo Hypothesis by Canisia Lubrin (Wolsak & Wynn); Little Wildheart
by Micheline Maylor (University of Alberta Press); All We Saw by Anne
Michaels (McClelland & Stewart); Otolith by Emily Nilsen (Goose Lane
Editions); Dear Ghost, by Catherine Owen (Wolsak & Wynn); Thing Is by
Suzannah Showler (McClelland & Stewart); and Admission Requirements,
by Phoebe Wang (McClelland & Stewart).

This month reviews of Where Centipedes Dream, poems by Sue Bracken,
IOLAIRE, poetry by Karen Clavelle, East and West, by Laura Ritland. Also
poems by new members Solveig Adair and Martha Swinn.
Review of Where Centipedes Dream, poems by Sue Bracken
(Toronto: Tightrope Books, 2018)
In part 1 “Playpen”, the persona of the poet dizzily recounts a series
of actions “buzzed” on alcohol. The outcome of an incipient
friendship depends on “What’s Unsaid”. A refrain plays with
meanings. (“Rings”) Medusa is reckoned with Narcissus. (“Pool to
Myself”) A list enumerates homonyms. (“Pain perdu”) In another,
“it’s just too much intimacy.” (“Gritty Love”)
In part 2 “Numerology”, “Windows hold glory”, when she awakens into leaving. A bee
poem is rapt on the occasion of a wedding. A list poem of 19 items on a bracelet (“19
Blue Beads”) is followed by observations by feet, man, and a woman. (“Three
Observations”)
In part 3 “Big Brother Blues”, the ashes, rose petals, and oceans are elements of his
absence, in an elegy. (“Feb. 6, 2014”) Urban sprawl, Icarus, and Lazarus signify, “I will /
fly / home”. (“Restless in Florida”) A prose poem vignette details the “match and the
wick” of grief. (“Widow”) Sisters endure sadness, expressed in the entitlement of
“jarring” yellow post-it-notes. The words come apart in their hands. (“Past Blood”) In
“Big Brother Blues” she casts off her brother’s ashes into the ocean, but the “waves
won’t stop screaming”. Compare herein the personified action of the cork (in champagne)
with the effects of “Whiskey, Lime and Red Sanpellegrino”, the first poem in the
collection.)
In 4 “Formulas”, an erasure poem is found, three times removed, and in translated Three
Man Chess in the Round instructions. (“Round Man 3”) A song with few phrases in the
round (on the occasion of “Dave’s Birthday”), “Three Haikus”, and zen-infused (“Cup of
Lets”) demonstrate proficient variety of form. More so, the refrains on a clementine
(“New Day”) and on the choreography “heard”. (“Slurry”)
A poem on “Sibling Rivalry”, which is drawn from lines by Ken Babstock’s “Heaps of
Broken Bottles Glitter in the Sun” (Mean: poems, Toronto: Anansi, 1999) fashions a
eulogy. Her "Ode to Joy" is subtitled for “Contented Worms”, and some words in
German, inspired presumably by Beethoven's Fifth Symphony and acknowledgement of
the Toronto Symphony Orchestra’s program notes.
In 5. “Colourized”, a wedding poem on “Doing Your Colours” reverberates with
formerly black-and-white names and sepia, now brush-stroked with cobalt blue,
quicksilver, fuchsian. Illumination replaces solo with orange. (“Red + Yellow”) A blind
woman listens to Prince’s "Purple Rain" and thus experiences the emotion wrought by

language. By definition, this Artist’s favourite colour informs what it is not, among them
“a Hallmark crucifixion or peony resurrection”. The metaphor is extended to the
Almighty, hence “a colour birthed in space”. (“Blinded by the Light”)
In 6. “Big City Wanderings”, the reflection of the moon embraces “Theo’s Dance” on a
hot Toronto night, but the dance is "cool". The psychomachia of light and dark leans onto
“This Darkness” which has one more spear than light. The poem is composed in a tight
rhyme with repetition. “Spock-like” alludes to the popular culture Vulcan mind meld,
“Miss you, already”. (“St. Clair Streetcar”) “An erasure poem of erasure” is a response to
the Art Gallery of Ontario’s Jean-Michel Basquiat show Now’s the Time. Jean-Michel
Basquiat (1960-1988) was he first African-American artist to attain art superstardom. The
players are: ear, feet, and larynx. “No Time Too Loose” (Lose?) appears to be a found
misprint in an article published in the Toronto Star, 2014. A man was wrongfully
convicted of murder and is released but the poet counts out the seconds or minutes (but
her watch has stopped).
“Do Not Touch Me” is a centre-justified poem composed in lower case font (except for
the title) which operates throughout by oppositional structure. This is a poem (or many
poems) within a poem. Civilians marry, the hiss and their bliss, but having wed, become
just warriors who are not soldiers, a telling distinction for the poet. The addendum is
about time from a Beatles’ song lyric. (“Warriors”) A road accident is portrayed in a
sequence of correspondence between “Dear Cyclist”, “Dead Wonder Woman”, “My dear
Veronica”, “Dear Silver Surfette”, and finally “Dear Shithead Cyclist”. (“Road Rage”)
The Wizard of Oz and Dorothy’s ruby red shoes (in their absence) are invoked. (“After
Sweetland” a response to Michael Crummey) The Governor General Award-winning
novel was published September 7th 2015 by Liveright (first published August 19th
2014). A single pirouette on the roof by a woman is contrasted with a bed on the street
below, a paean on redevelopment in the inner city. (“129 Peter St. Hostel” based on The
Tight Rope Walker, by Vivienne Jones).
In 7. “Can I Get a Witness?” a typical day off work (“All the Saturdays of the World”)
effectively telescopes and reverses a series of incidents, while a crossroad is awaiting, in
another poem “Wednesday at the Cottage”. A synapse yields to retargeting of a man’s
focus on a woman, their collision averted, and the conflict only relenting, due to a prayer.
(“Walking the Dog”) In “After”, the poem pivots on: “There was”, followed by “and”
and “where”, in a tightly-wound predictor/predicate of dawn. A patient observes her scar
in a mirror. (“Bounce”) The personification of wind (somewhat akin to counting sheep)
ironically leads to insomnia “Night is a long linger.” (“Eyes Wide”) A chorus of “All
Hail the Queen” is appropriate on the occasion of a “Victoria Day long weekend” and the
subtitle is “For Marvin Gaye”. Sexual intensity is celebrated in a poem dedicated to
Sharon Olds and based on “Echame Flores (Throw Flowers at Me”) in a symbolic
deflowering. She imagines that Buddha wants to be Billy the Kid. A glacier survivor rock
is barely visible. (“Underwater Treasure”)

Sue Bracken lives in Toronto in a house ruled by artists and animals. Her work
appeared in The New Quarterly, Wegway Magazine, OCAP Anthology Eight, and The
Totally Unknown Writer's Festival 2015: Stories. She was one of three poets featured in
the National Poetry League’s March 2017 edition of Fresh Voices. Sue recently
coordinated The “P” Word Project poetry event, in Toronto’s Junction Neighbourhood,
for this year’s National Poetry Month. She is a member of the Mooneaters poetry group.
This Sue’s debut collection of poetry

Review of IOLAIRE, poetry by Karen Clavelle (Winnipeg:
Turnstone Press, 2017) 109 pp. paper.
During the afternoon of May 30, 2015, as part of its annual general
meeting in Winnipeg, the League of Canadian Poets hosted
"Writing, Editing, and Publishing the Long Poem," a panel
discussion on a genre that The Malahat Review has nurtured through
the Long Poem Prize since 1988.
B.C. poets Kate Braid, Cornelia Hoogland, and Sharon Thesen have
generously made the papers they delivered at the League conference available on the
Malahat Review website. Their remarks, which are an important addition to the critical
literature, shed light on their experience at writing, and their attraction to and
understanding of the challenges and history of the long poem in Canada and elsewhere.
Read Kate Braid's "Tending the Garden: The Fruits and Dangers of the Long Poem"
Read Cornelia Hoogland's "The Long Poem and the Shape of the Working Mind"
Read Sharon Thesen's "After-Thoughts on the Long Poem"
All of this was sourced from:
http://www.malahatreview.ca/long_poem_papers/long_poem_symposium.html
Dennis Cooley, one of the founding members of Turnstone Press, has mastered the long
poem genre. Most readers are familiar with his Inscriptions: an Anthology of prairie
poetry and the vernacular muse: the eye and ear in contemporary literature. In an
interview, he spoke of love in a dry land, a long poem he has been writing since 1989.
An additional context for the present book under review is Maritime war poetry, more
specifically forgotten wrecks of the First World War. “Iolaire” means “Eagle” in Gaelic.
(See: the Glossary for Scots / English and Gaelic lyrics / expressions.) There were two
ships with a similar name. The one which is eulogized here was the principal in one of

the worst disasters in the United Kingdom. What Clavelle has accomplished in her
inaugural book of poetry reminds me of E.J. Pratt’s epic on “The Titanic” a ship which
sank off the coast of Newfoundland in 1915. He also wrote about Dunkirk (published in
1941), more Maritime war poetry. Clavelle comes to the gene by way of Robert Kroetsch
who was known for composing his one life-long poem as well as meshing texts or
layering voices toward a greater good.
"IOLAIRE" is a long poem composed of variable found and imagined texts adapted for
storytelling about a shipwreck at sea, when two hundred returning military men were
drowned, on January 1, 1919. In 1960, a memorial was unveiled at the site. In 1970, the
findings of the Public Inquiry were released. According to the poet’s “Foreword”, their
story is still being told in poetry and song, prose fiction, non-fiction, and documentary.
Some of the sources are the cover photo of “The Beasts of Holm”, a 2008 BBC
documentary film, archival materials, and When I Heard the Bell, The Loss of the Iolaire
(Edinburgh: Birlinn Limited 2010) by John MacLeod. These have been artfully shaped to
form the poetic voices of the principal characters star-crossed lovers “Is” ("Isebail") for
"Isabel", a widow, and her husband “DB” (Murdo Donald Macleod), of the Royal Navy
Ratings, who drowned. Their correspondence forms the core of the story which is set
after the Armistice, when the Great War has ended. Thus, the lives lost are,
paradoxically, when “they seemed most safe.”
The poetry liltingly sets out the details of a panorama. The wind velocity, the unthinkable
war dead numbering thirty-seven million, the domestic household; a message redacted,
the commandeered HMY Iolaire a steam yacht moves into the narrow habour, albeit by
an inexperienced crew. There are the telegraphic messages, a first-hand account of the
newly-married pair who are soon to separate. The poet commiserates with the grief, with
an empathic sense of drowning; the rugged terrain of the land, newspaper accounts,
bloating bodies; a postcard, the wireless, memories of the frantic escape “And that’s what
I remember”, one of the grim fishers of men relates of the scavenger birds nearby. In
“Sermon”, a consolation based on Biblical parables, affords “Let us go in Peace. Amen”.
The stark column, a headline, official memorandum, witness testimony, all sources for a
poet who dreams in these nuances, of a tragedy compounded by perceived indifference.
The persona of the poet recalls her Scottish father, his Manitoban homestead, and she
dreams of Traigh Mhor (“Big Beach”) in the Outer Hebrides of Scotland. The “machair”
grassy plain is compared with the Canadian prairies. The ship is traditionally gendered as
female, manned by crew and passengers. A widow captures his hat and remarks on the
Princess Mary “tin” for every serviceman, those who fought for King George V and
Empire. On board “the old bitch”, bullets, scrub vegetation, the lifeboats overfilled,
burials; bird song, the village with “my island whitehouse” (a lighthouse), in 1923. The
poet points out the irony of Scottish mythology, opines about “The echoes of our lives”,
and compares the "peats" (used for fuel) in the Scottish Highlands, with a father’s rituals,
in the 1950s.
A totemic appearance of a white stag signifies the impending disaster. “Is”, who
continues writing to "DB", accounts for the loss: “I am tired and I am alone when I do cry

to Thee” and “He won’t be back”, both in the original Gaelic. Indeed, “no sweet” Gaelic
"failte" (Scottish phrase meaning “welcome). The “Beasts” are rock-toothed and
overcome the King’s men, the Island’s men. “Answers” are incomplete. "Rayburn" is a
type of stove, in 1946, which accommodates baking. A flawed Navy investigation means
that “Questions” remain about human error. "Is" grieves “What is to become of us?”
“Hearing Voices” is a transcription of an interview. “Buth” is of an old Norse origin,
meaning “dwell”, for "booth". The poet wanders along Bayhead, “my feet on this
ground”, where the disaster occurred. "Is" believes that Murdo Domhnall has missed the
Armistice. She embraces suicidal thoughts. However, she is pregnant. The Northern
Lights (the tribe of fallen angels become “Merry Dancers”) and the Milky Way are
celestial phenomena. "The Road to Nowhere" is near Garry Beach. The "machair", again,
is a low lying plain or prairie in the Scottish Hebrides.
“Corpse Candles” or lights are flames or balls of light, often blue, seen to travel just
above the ground along the route from the dying person’s house to the graveyard, and
back again. They function as omens of imminent death. The belief relates to old
roadways, from the medieval period onward, used for taking bodies to burials. In Wales,
there was folklore about the deceased as "wraiths", fairies, spirits, ghosts, and others. In
more scientific sources, methane gasses may have been produced in swamps, marshlands,
and bogs.
In A survivor’s account of the wreck, the "Battery" is used as a military term. The past is
only a vision of the ghosts (“The Man of the Dream”, by Chrissie MacLeod). There are
regrets. The Blue men of the Minch are mythological creatures at the Outer Hebrides and
the mainland of Scotland, looking for sailors to drown and boats to sink. These storm
"kelpies" move like porpoises in the sea. One may challenge a sailor by speaking a line of
poetry, after which the victim must respond in kind, or be killed. Fate alludes to the
element of chance, “in the wrong place at the wrong time”. (Na Fir Ghorm”)
The Beasts of Holm now has a memorial plaque and recalls the violence. “Observation”
is a series of conclusions derived from a naval log pertaining to evidence collected about
the disaster. A survivor experiences guilt. The widow references Penelope, the faithful
wife of Odysseus, “all fingers and needles”, with news from the village, from DB’s loyal,
“Your Is”. Another allusion is to the story of Alcyone and Ceyx reunited as kingfisher
and gannet. Sienna photos capture a generation lost to war; in a language-centred, pattern
poem “New Year’s Song”, based on onomatopoeia, we hear the Gaelic songs. The fishing
industry declined. In the archives, there is a wife’s request to the Disaster Fund, for a
widow’s stipend, but little information about the Captain. Rock on metal, black water,
and other sensations arise. The poet visits the location and observes. The unique font in
“Report not submitted” sets it apart. “Nothing is to be written” is a form letter.
"Is" knits, broods, watches a second son grow up. “Forgive me”; “the tide bell rings”
relies on “grace in death”, about the pain of separation. All the King’s men, a blackedged telegram, “now they’re all dead”. Remembrance is harsh. A Ceremony of
beginning in Canada. Sprung rhythm “I am herestill” and a final “Timeline”, a
chronology, concludes the collection.

Karen Clavelle

Poet and educator Karen Clavelle has long been fascinated
with Scottish history and the long poem tradition. Her work
has appeard in several literary journals including Prairie
Fire and Contemporary Verse II. Iolaire is Karen’s first
collection of poetry. She lives and writes in Winnipeg.

Review of East and West, by Laura Ritland (forthcoming from
Signal Editions, Montreal: Véhicule Press, 2018)
The title "East and West" is derived from Queer Phenomenology
Orientations, Objects, Others, published by Duke University Press, in
Durham, NC. The author is Sara Ahmed, who is Professor of Race and
Cultural Studies at Goldsmiths College, University of London. Ahmed's
other books include: The Cultural Politics of Emotion; Strange
Encounters: Embodied Others in Post-Coloniality; and Differences that
Matter: Feminist Theory and Postmodernism. Ritland draws on Ahmed's allusion to
Immanuel Kant's Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science (1786) and the poetry
collection is dedicated to Ritland's family.
In “N.” the persona of the poet encounters herself using a second-person viewpoint to
express her alienation. (“Summer Parties”) Her mother’s boots appear to be “two black
batteries”. (“First Houses”) The key to experience is associated with “My older double”.
“Duplex” not only refers to the residence. With a riff on Virginia Woolf's, “One took a
slip of paper; one opened a volume of the catalogue,” the poet pursues a room of her
own, if only temporarily, while she takes inventory. (“Tasks”) She addresses herself in
the past tense. (“Doorknobs Talk”) Vincent van Gogh corresponded with his brother,
from 1889-1890, with the salutation, “Dear Theo”, when Vincent was in the asylum of
Saint-Rémy-de-Provence. The poem relies on a refrain “as if paint were all we’d ever
need” and repetition. a sestina, a poem with six stanzas of six lines and a final triplet, all
stanzas having the same six words at the line-ends in six different sequences that follow a
fixed pattern, and with all six words appearing in the closing three-line envoi.

She compares past and present. (“Introduction to Mystery”) She clings to the medieval
rather than the modern (“Arrival at the New College”) in her father’s Alzheimer’s
(Norway”), her grandfather’s spirit (“Mythological Dinner”), she seeks “O make me” to
the goddess. A tradition of the elders is a beauty parlour in the nineteen-fifties with a
poster of the blonde bombshell Marilyn Munroe. (“Fortress of Care”)
In “S.” she speaks to hands, legs, voice, face. (“Interview with the Body”) Girls in gym
class, “We didn’t believe / anyone could be like us. We feared everybody was.” (“Like”)
Ten-year-olds could not predict puberty. Indeed, the advent of “their women’s breasts /
propped like plates in glass cabinets.” (“Your Body is Growing”) Her book of proverbs is
incomplete. (Girlhood Story”) “O you/...I did what I could with what I am”. (“Prayer”)
with a line from Sylvia Plath’s “Mushrooms”; intimations of amorality not immortality.
(“The Age of Fungi”) “It’s true: we’re all baffled.” (“Goose Territory”) Although her
anger is genealogic, the new world appears just like the old. (“Vestigal”)
Having missed the invitation, she pretends to understand interiors by the act of
describing. (“Interior Monologue”) In “Art Job”, she ponders: “to be you or what they
want to see.” Sorrow cannot be adequately painted. (“Modern Art”) She seeks to erase
herself. (“Classical Fantasy”) "Howl" is transmuted into her private metals. (“After the
Korean artist Lee Bul’s sculptural installation which commemorates his dog, The Secret
Sharer”). In “Hysterics”, a tour de force, the poet draws on Horatio Bryan Donkin’s entry
in A Dictionary of Pathological Medicine (1892) and Thomas John Graham’s “Early
Marriages of Excellent Tendency” in On the Management and Disorders of Infancy and
Childhood, 1853). She adapts the ballad “The Lady of Shalot” by Poet Laureate Alfred
Tennyson into a satire, with voices from Emily Dickinson, Gwendolyn MacEwen’s
“Water” in the T.E. Lawrence Poems, “When you think of it, water is everything,”); and
Roland Barthe. The persona suffers from agoraphobia, suicidal thoughts.
In “E.” the divine design of creation was flawed. (“East of Error”) In a series of
metaphors, she pays heed to raven and black cat. (“To Marianne Moore’s Hat”) Faith
belongs to heroic animals. Indeed, “Describing it isn’t enough / We want the shale of
their language / to roost in our minds.” (“Our Latter Day Pigeons”) Chance’s law rules
reproduction. (“Marine Economy”) A fossil feels homesick. (“Nautilus”) Anger causes:
self-loathing (“Shark”), bloated (“Giant Squid”) sentient (“Jellyfish”), wiry (“Sea
Spider”), tides, which appear to follow the song of the planets (music of the spheres).
(“Water Movement”) Owner-less (“Ammonite”), paper cups emptied, as though they’ve
been understood. (“Sinfonia Concertante”) No rhyme, but “line with line”. (“Sonnet for
Winding Late Clocks”).
The title poem “East and West” is a centre-justified picture poem which follows a sinewy
pattern. Her nerves feel like “an anxious baggage” before she enters the security queue at
the airport. (“Flight Materials”) She comports with a shipyard, the airplane cockpit, while
souls are possessed by air masks and angels, concluding “There’s just this life. / You
know you must love it.”

In “W.” she speaks of nature “How you hate poetry” but your language prevails.
(“April”) So too, silver, wire, an equation of hawk and fish. (“Thing”) For “Pacific
Spirit” the poem depends on the infinitive “To run”, “To say”, “to be requited”, “To
walk”, “To be flesh”, “To forgive”, “To be not”, and several others, see: Thomas
Carefoot's Pacific Seashores: A Guide to Intertidal Ecology (University of Washington
Press, 1977) with an epigraph from “Water Movement”. Living with oneself is to be
as“twins of the world”. (“Song”) A chair has two arms, the shirts and their arms.
(“Creaturely”) A sense of belonging arises from “light, light alone.” (“October Moon”)
The subway route lends itself to metaphor about “two shores”, opposing political views.
(“All Hours Are Present”) A life’s work needs reordering. (“Garden Leave”) In a long
prose poem “Outpost”, the poet is of two minds, to change your life, not to be ourselves,
writing in “my notebook”, of two directions, all of this and more,– are all reflections,
before “We grew up.”
“Vincent, in the Dream of Zundert” received the 2014 Malahat "Far Horizons" Award. A
few poems were in In Fine Form (Caitlin Press, 2017), Boobs (Caitlin Press, 2016), and
The City Series: Vancouver (Frog Hollow Press, 2015). Some of the other poems were
first published in an illustrated chapbook Marine Science (Anstruther Press, 2016).

Laura Ritland’s poems have previously appeared in ,The Fiddlehead,
CNQ, The Walrus, Maisonneuve, Arc Poetry Magazine, and The Malahat
Review. She currently divides her time between Vancouver and
California, where she is a PhD student in English at UC Berkeley.

Solveig Adair lives, writes, and teaches in the community of Terrace in Northwestern
British Columbia. Her poetry has been published in both literary journals (including
Dreamland and filling Station) and anthologies (including The Rivers Speak, Skunk
Cabbage, Snow Feathers, Water Worn, and the upcoming Harbour Publishing anthology,
Beyond Forgetting). She is a member of the poetry collective, Writers North of 54˚, who
routinely perform and publish poetry in and about the Skeena region. While she has lived
and written elsewhere, the people and lands of the North have always been at the heart of
her writing. Here are some of her poems.

Publication History: The following poem was published in filling Station, Issue #55.

Sad Poems about Dead Bears
I.
Here they shuffle, sore paws trailing maggots
A quiet line ending somewhere in dusk
One by one, they stop and pay their respects
Passing on only once they have donated
Something of value- a broken tooth a
Piece of bone from somewhere near the heart
They brush their fur, once, twice over the new
Dead and after they have passed they wait
Bears’ time is different and so it is not
A known hour when that last one rises and
Gathers those valued gifts to form its new jaw
Or heart- little use for gallbladders
Gathers itself and shuffles forward into
That fading space between the dusk and night

Sad Poems about Dead Bears
II.
Bring out your dead- an empty promise
Our dead peer out of closets, teacups,
Eyes- don’t say you don’t see them while you grasp
Your loss to your heart and bask in their whispers
I am an indifferent housekeeper
But I still try to sweep out the old things,
The dead things, and they cling to my ankles
Fed by broken toys and empty bedrooms
A few under the sink or in the garden
Would be no problem But! They spread like spilled
Paint, absorbing into the woodwork until
The air tastes of turpentine and ashes
I will draw you a picture on my skin
Maybe there I can trap their words- and yours

Sad Poems about Dead Bears
III.
Through the window, you see them, the old bears
Out of the corner of an eye or in
The reflection of a kettle’s surface
They appear; confused and slightly startled
It is tempting to apologize
For catching them in that in-between space
For watching the last piece of flesh attached
Dissolve in the light shift; night to morning
Hold your tongue; bite it if necessary
There are so many bears, apologies
Will only confuse them, hold them longer
In kettle whistles or broken wind chimes
Pay your respects and avert your eyes
Let those displaced pass somewhere kinder

Publication History: The following poem was published in Dreamland Magazine, Issue
#6.

Passage

Let us not forget those whose hearts are to fear lost
Whose moments pass and leave them on roads to here lost
At the window, the sparrows startle and they rise
A thousand leaves floating upwards, to appear lost
Forgive us; our eyes hold no fortune-telling key
We unravel our future blindly, our seer lost
After the tide, there are so many washed ashore
Gasping for deeper water, out of their sphere lost
Some attempt to control the motion, the action
Leaves all strings abruptly cut, a puppeteer lost
The dying fox does not hesitate on its path
The blood forms a perfect line, not a single smear lost
In the end, we are stripped bare of all defenses
This is not defeat; we are not at our most pure lost

Publication History: The following poem was published in The Rivers Speak, a 2013
anthology (transcription of a spoken word poem).

Remains the River
When the empire falls, remains the mountains, remains the river.
-Du Fu, “Spring Scene”
They never find the body- swimming while
Drunk in the Copper is an effective
Burial; they can take the trees but
Even the loggers fear the rivers
Two hundred and fifty thousand rivers
In the United States of America
Eighty thousand dams and more run of river
The Colorado doesn’t reach the sea
Here, in ’36, the waters swallowed most
Of the islands, roads, railways, homes and farms
Ours are not tame rivers, broken rivers
Mounted by a thousand dams and bridges
These are the rivers I know; some days, elsewhere,
I hear them, and I know I have been gone too long
How do you find common ground where rivers are
Out-sized bathtubs hosting gently bobbing tugs?
A feat of engineering they called
The blast through mountains and the sludge that filled
The alluvial plains; we have many such
Feats now and still only the same rivers
When the salmon first climbed our rivers
They grew tired of the unforgiving
Current; the relentless push against their
Spirits and they sheltered in the rocky shallows
To reach the headwaters they turned to their weak,
Their frightened and exhausted, and said
“Grab hold of my nose and I will carry you.”
And so today, we have the sockeye.

My nose is not so strong, but maybe my
Speech can pull you to those waters
Those unforgiving, irreplaceable
Currents; my words as coordinates
Our waters are mapped in the heart, in the blood
Of forests, of salmon, of soil and rock
Connected; to break these bonds
Is more destructive than empires
When the empire falls, there is still life,
Still a map of connection, blood and water
When the waters drain and fill with destruction
Can you give me a river?

Publication History: The following poem was published in Skunk Cabbage, a 2016
anthology.

The Bog Women
They find the body ten feet deep and packed in peat
The excavation marked by skunk cabbage so thick
I can smell it through the glaring screen
She was not young but had her teeth
A childhood injury left her with a bent wrist
And a web of fractals tracing her bones
Her hands were bound behind her back
A new set of spiraling marks overlapping
Those ancient childhood scars
She struggled-for all the good it did her
In the end they snapped her arm again
Before they tossed her in the bog
We can see all these things now
In our all-knowing future
The tales of bones and hair and mouths frozen in rictus
There is a re-enactment of her end played out
Graphic and similar to a thousand other such shows
That are played out on the current screens and streets
The men on the screen nod as they look her over
Take apart her unrotting body
And spill her life out into the world
They look at the knife wound under her ribs
And say that she must have been dead
Before she sunk beneath the muck
“A sacrifice,” they say,
“Appease the gods and promote the hunt,
Generally, with a person whose usefulness is done.”
When we find these bodies
Knife wounds and strangulation and poison
We say “Must have been a sacrifice.”
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